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Abstract: About 8500 nucleotides (HIV genome) are inserted into human genetic material (human
chromosome) to become provirus. This short region of DNA double helix is unique or has very specific
nucleotides sequencing, moreover, has no histone proteins (naked). Consequently, human chromosome in the
T-helper cells (CD4+) has a weak segment or fragment (HIV dsDNA). Subsequently, using a precise
dietotherapy program for period 3-6 months (conveys to low humidity and high salt (cations) concentration),
HIV dsDNA can be converted to Z-DNA form which attacked by antibodies or cleaved and destroyed by
human nucleases such as ADAR1, phosphodiesterase and deoxyribonuclease II.
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INTRODUCTION
 

Viruses are absolutely amazing. Although they are
not themselves alive, a virus can reproduce by hijacking
the machinery of a living cell. Viruses are responsible for
many serious, often deadly, diseases including acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). The virus that
causes AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) is
a retrovirus, it is called HIV (human immunodeficiency
virus). Retroviruses are infectious particles consisting of
an RNA genome (single-stranded RNA) packaged in a
protein capsid, surrounded by a lipid envelope. This lipid
envelope contains polypeptide chains including receptor
binding proteins which link to the membrane receptors of
the host cell (T-helper cells, CD4+), initiating the process
of infection. However, T-helper cells play a vital role in
the body's immune response. There are typically 1 million
T-cells per one milliliter of blood. HIV will slowly reduce
the number of T-cells until the person develops AIDS.

HIV infection begins with attachment of an HIV
envelope protein called gp120 to CD4 molecules on
surfaces of T-helper cells. Entry requires a fusion between
the virion and the CD4+ cell and is mediated by the HIV
membrane glycoprotein gp 41 and a cell transmembrane
protein. Fusion of viral and cellular membranes causes the
release into the cytoplasm of the target cell of the core
molecule containing the diploid HIV genome as well as
Reverse Transcriptase (RT) and integrase enzymes. The
enzyme reverse transcriptase is a multifunctional enzyme
that first makes a DNA copy of the viral RNA molecule.
It then acts as a nuclease to remove the RNA and then
makes a second DNA strand, generating a double-
stranded DNA copy of the RNA genome. The integration

of this DNA into the host chromosome, catalyzed by a
viral protein called integrase, is required for the synthesis
of new viral RNA molecules by the host cell RNA
polymerase. Once integrated, the viral genome transcribes
viral mRNA and genomic RNA using host RNA
polymerases. Translation of viral messages and cleavages
of polyproteins ultimately results in production of late
viral gene products (structural proteins), the assembly of
the core particle and the eventual release by budding of
viral progeny. 

HIV-dsDNA Elimination: After searching in addition to
previous  studies[2-7],  it  could  be  define the weak point
of  HIV causing AIDS  during  the  provirus  stage.
Where, a very simple and specific dietotherapy program
(3-6 months) according to traditions, behaviors, nutrition,
age and weather, can be used for restriction and
elimination of human immunodeficiency virus's genetic
(dsDNA) during the provirus stage. However, the
following diagram shows how can restrict and eliminate
HIV  genetic  m a t erial  during  the  provirus stage in a
T-helper cell (CD4+) using dietotherapy. 

In addition to the two previous methods (attacking
by antibodies and cleaving by nucleases), there is a third
author's personal speculation to restrict eliminate human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV dsDNA) from human
genetic material. However, self-splicing of HIV dsDNA
(Z-DNA form) can be occurred in the nucleolus of the T-
helper cell (CD4+) participated small nuclear RNA
(snRNA) molecules[1]. However, this is a speculation. 

Dietotherapy program was precisely prepared and
attached below to this  review  article  as  an appendix, it
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should be however noted that there are some ambiguous
notes can not be written, but for more information the
reader has to directly ask the author through e-mail or
telephone (http://www.freewebs.com/salahma/index.htm).
From this finding, you can recover your self if you are
HIV patient or HIV positive. However, prevention better
than cure. 

Appendix of dietotherapy program: In general, for
application and success of any therapy program
(dietotherapy or chemotherapy), there are some additional
factors should be taken in consideration. However, the
main steps of the dietotherapy program can be
summarized in the following points:

Traditions. No alcohol, no carbonated beverage, no
drugs, no sexual contact and no smoking.

Cleanliness. Avoiding all the infection sources (bacteria
and viruses), living in quiet and clean areas and body
purgation (e. g., showering before and after sleeping, hair
cutting removing without using shave and wearing
comfortable suitable cotton clothes).

Behaviors. Avoiding aggravation, anger, affliction,
depression, excessive exertion (muscular or mentally) and
bitter sport . In contrast, advising walking for two or three

hours daily in the quiet and clean places, sleeping for
eight hours daily and finally, searching for every thing
makes happiness and expectance to recovery.

Nutrition. The Nutrition consist of factors should be
taken in consideration, these factors represent in:

A- Forbidden. All kind of animal products (meat, milk,
eggs, cheese, butter, … aso), all kind of fishes, all kind of
oil and oil seeds, sweets and chocolate and nuts.

B- Favorites:
I. Fluids.
a- Water. Mineral natural drink water only (Baraka
mineral water, mg/liter):
Potassium 5
Sodium 47
Magnesium 24
Calcium 64
Bicarbonates 305
Chlorides 34
Sulphates 48
Silica 26
T.D.S. 430
b- Hot drinking. Natural green tea only. 
c- Juices. All kind of fresh juices (free conservators)
except strawberry juice.
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II- Fruits. All kind of fresh fruits specially; mango ,
apples, bananas, dates and oranges.

III- Vegetables. All kind of vegetables whether fresh or
sottie (in mineral water with salt only) except soybean and
pepper.

IV- Admixture for reinforcement the immune system.
In addition to the previous favorites foods a mixture of
mineral water (100 ml, Baraka) + natural bee honey (50
g) + baker yeast (150 mg) + moist fresh dates (30 g)
should be taken two times every day in the morning
before breakfast and in the evening before sleeping. 

It should be however noted or taken in consideration
the period of this dietotherapy program averages from
three to six months according to traditions, behaviors,
kind of foods, age and region of living (the weather). Also
to get on good results, it is better to apply this program in
summer and thirstiness must be accompanied (two days
fasting every week). 
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